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Script is based on the following:
My business, AmyCo, is a sustainable clothing company. My priorities would be to

provide low-income communities with access to affordable, sustainably made clothes, and
ensure that my workers have fair working conditions. Oftentimes, my friends mention how they
would like to shop sustainability, but they’re not willing to pay a lot of money for better quality
clothes.

There are fashion companies that work toward carbon neutrality: Patagonia, Tentree,
Armedangels, yet one commonality between these companies that I admire is that they are
aware that it is not enough. The fashion industry is extremely difficult to make 100% sustainable
- the dying process can prove to be toxic, growing cotton and hemp also takes a lot of water to
grow, etc. However, these brands choose the option that will waste less water; these brands
choose the fabric without microplastics.

I will be implementing 6 main actions for my company. The first consists of two points:
we buy in bulk and we buy recycled. Online shops such as Fabscrap and Queen of Raw both
sell luxury fabrics that have been thrown out by other brands, and sell them at a cheaper price.
In this way, AmyCo will not have to spend too much on purchasing sewing materials.
Additionally, using recycled fabrics would be less impactful for the environment than growing
actual crops for their fibers, which would increase water usage. Second, for materials such as
zippers or elastic, we will buy from local businesses to show our support, and buy less impactful
versions of each. For instance, instead of regular elastic filled with microplastics, we will instead
purchase elastic made from organic cotton. Third, we will only use sustainable packaging.
Similar to Coconut Bowls, one of the B-corporations, my packaging will either be compostable,
recycled, or reusable. Fourth, our shops and general facilities will be powered with renewable
electricity. Depending on the location, solar power, wind - without the blades to prevent harming
birds, kinetic energy - so if you’ve seen kinetic tile tech, that’s the general idea. Fifth, our shops
will have a rent option in addition to a repair option to minimize how many products people buy.
Lastly, 20% of our profits will be donated to nonprofits such as Citizens Climate Lobby, or even
biotech labs in order to fund research on climate change solutions.

LINK TO VIDEO: https://www.instagram.com/tv/CVR8HZGjQKa/?utm_medium=copy_link

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CVR8HZGjQKa/?utm_medium=copy_link


Lyrics (if you guys want clarification on anything I sang)

Some people say it's not our place or not our time
They say our ideas won’t work
But they won’t even try part-time

More importantly is that there is no time to wait
Pollution has no brain it cannot hesitate

All the people, all the animals, plant life too
All affected by this molecule CO2

I don’t want to keep seeing the floods on the news
Nor the forest fires, earthquakes, oh droughts too

It’s happening now, I know this is frightening
But we’re not out of time, you can make a change too

Link: https://www.instagram.com/tv/CUhsWoMslmk/?utm_medium=copy_link

Caption: Climate change affects everyone - especially the health of marginalized communities,
and overall biodiversity. To those who say we have a long time until the effects of climate
change become apparent, tell that to the people who have lung issues due to pollution plants.
Tell that to the people who had to wear masks pre-pandemic to prevent breathing polluted air. It
doesn’t cost you anything to care.
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DISCLAIMER: I had so much fun talking with all the participants - so I made a newspaper
(AmyCo, of course) with articles featuring each team I talked with! However, the specific article I
chose to submit for the actual challenge is Ayanna’s article! If you’re interested in reading the
articles for other participants, they are shown below as well!

What’s written in the article (keep scrolling for the article in the template!)

Ayanna:
A representative from New Jersey, Ayanna embodies the supportive spirit encouraged

by the Project Green Challenge. Throughout the 30 days, she’s shown commitment that can
only be admired - even when she’s under the weather, she’ll always turn in that less than 5 MB
file, with high quality answers at that. For example, on the day regarding plant based foods, she
displayed a variety of talents, including her culinary skills and fluency in writing reflections on the
challenge.

When talking to her, she expressed not only an interest in the climate change movement,
but also education in itself: “I like how there are different topics to explore...there’s so much to
do within the climate movement!” This desire to learn more spurred her interest in the Project
Green Challenge, to which her expectations have been more than met.

Outside of the Project Green Challenge, Ayanna enjoys pursuing Climate Policy at
multiple levels, whether in her general community or within the school setting. She’s an active
member advocating for the Green Amendment, which guarantees equal environmental rights,
and she helps students get resolutions passed in town councils. Even as a minor, Ayanna
regularly exercises her political power, illustrating her determination in climate reform, and the
sophistication of her activist abilities. In school, as the Vice President of the Environmental
Protection Initiative, she proposes constant reform, such as Meatless Mondays, and wants to
involve her school in more political action, a daunting yet rewarding task.

Her favorite challenge from these 30 days revolved around soil; more specifically, both of
us enjoyed watching Kiss the Ground, and found that the documentary was informative in an
engaging manner. Even more impressive was its ability to instill a sense of hope within the
audience after bringing light to the agricultural industry.

Ayanna is an inspiration to all - her ability to balance schoolwork, the Project Green
Challenge, and so many other extracurriculars shows her dedication to the cause, and she will
achieve great things!

Palm Trees Almr (Fang)
Although Fang is from Malaysia, she represents Palm Trees Almr from the International

School Almere, an IB school in the Netherlands. Unlike many schools in the US, the
International School Almere addresses the topic of climate change in terms of its adverse
effects on communities in addition to potential solutions to mitigate these issues. Wanting to
apply what they’ve learned in school to real life, Fang, along with her friends, took on the Project
Green Challenge, and met with success!



When looking through all that this team has accomplished, it is crucial to bring attention
to their creativity. For the ocean topic, as a means to gauge community awareness about plastic
pollution, Palm Trees Almr interviewed various peers within their school, a unique and effective
means of spreading awareness! Additionally, during the fashion day, this team reformed a shirt,
raising awareness of the various methods to reduce clothing waste and make use of objects
that would typically be depicted as waste!

Not only is this team an avid participant of the Project Green Challenge, but they
regularly volunteer in their community to pick up trash, spread awareness about the
environment, etc. In fact, Fang brings up a time in which her school collected trash, and people
were able to transform what they found into artwork. Throughout the past 30 days, this team has
been the epitome of creativity, carrying an artistic aspect to advocacy wherever they go.

Team Demeter
Not only does Team Demeter from Montgomery College take on the daunting task of

majoring in engineering, they’ve added climate justice to their agenda. This ambitious team was
introduced to sustainability through a program known as Engineers without Borders; their
specific project dealt with helping construction projects in Panama. While planning the
construction, the team mentioned how creativity proved a crucial aspect to the process, and
ensuring that one uses their resources responsibly and with as little waste as possible. In their
case, they used sediment in nearby areas as a construction material for the cement.

As Team Demeter continued their journey in the Project Green Challenge, they were
able to exert their creative skills continuously, taking victories as a memorable group in the
minds of many. For instance, on the zero waste day, Silvia made an amazing tree out of what
would typically be seen as waste, and they elaborated on the symbolism behind the tree.
Additionally, Vivian illustrated a book to bring awareness to plastic pollution in the oceans, once
again making an impact even beyond the PGC community!

While balancing this competition with their demanding college workload, these
individuals were working on yet another project within their college: a community garden! Unlike
other gardens that have previously been installed, Team Demeter stresses the importance of
education, and wants the community garden to be a means of encouraging climate change
dialogue for both the students and teachers! I have no doubt that they will find success in this
endeavor, and Team Demeter’s ability to add nuance to their research makes them stand out!
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One biological mechanism I’ve had a long term interest in was the artificial leaf, which I
first encountered while reading the news. The artificial leaf mimics photosynthesis, and splits
hydrogen and oxygen from water. During the light reaction part of photosynthesis, as opposed
to the Calvin cycle. This splitting, known as electrolysis, occurs in photosystem II. Amazingly,
biochemical engineers were able to mimic this process, creating a cost-effective, silicon solar
cell. The artificial leaf turns sunlight energy into a wireless flow of electricity, which, with the help
of metal catalysts, splits oxygen and hydrogen. With the artificial leaf, hydrogen energy can be
produced in a cost effective manner, and without adverse environmental impacts. Nocera, one
of the MIT professors leading the team, hoped to make renewable energy sources more
available to those of less fortunate communities.

The artificial leaf inspires me; oftentimes, hydrogen energy is disregarded as expensive
and inefficient. However, this leaf could create a shift in this perspective, and introduce a
feasible means of implementing hydrogen energy into our daily lives. It changes my perspective
of nature by allowing me to appreciate a commonly known phenomenon that could typically be
overlooked. Additionally, learning about such technology makes me feel like my AP Bio class
was worth it!

In the future, panels could collect the solar energy, and then transfer it to the solar leaf
when necessary. This would increase energy efficiency, and reduce wasting sources of
electricity within households, schools, etc. As the technology develops further, the
cost-efficiency only increases, making it even economically favorable to invest in such a
product!

Source: https://news.mit.edu/2011/artificial-leaf-0930

https://news.mit.edu/2011/artificial-leaf-0930
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At my school, one of my club’s goals is to reduce food waste. We have a cafeteria that
provides food, but I’ve noticed that they often have extra food, and no one really knows what
happens to the leftovers. Food insecurity disproportionately affects marginalized communities,
showing how undernourishment is not only an issue of waste on the part of restaurants, but also
one of justice and ensuring that everyone has access to a nutritious diet. I feel fortunate that I
have access to food.

One of the organizations that my school works with is Three Square, a food bank that
takes donated food, and gives them to homeless individuals. While us students volunteer there
occasionally, the organization is not directly reducing our school’s food waste. In fact, when I
was researching about reducing food waste, most solutions regarded composting, which our
school is already in the process of conducting our food waste audit.

Instead, I hope to start a new movement with food waste: encouraging others to
incorporate learning about food waste in honors science and economic classes. Students could
actually learn about how food waste impacts the climate crisis, increases costs due to waste
management, etc. To start, I will reach out to the economics teacher and biology/chemistry
teachers to ask them to incorporate food waste education into their curriculum, and relate it to
the climate crisis. In this way, climate change could also be effectively introduced into school
lectures! Education is always the first step.




